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With the advent of the mobile Internet era, the Internet advertising environment 
has also undergone tremendous changes. According to Ireserach Consulting 2016 
released the "China Internet advertising market industry report 2015" point of view, 
the Internet advertising industry not only in the market share has been greatly 
improved: the total market share exceeded 200 billion yuan, far more than once Of the 
advertising overlord TV ads; but also in the advertising industry structure has also 
been a new change: mobile advertising market share greatly increased. In particular, 
in 2016, Tencent, Weibo, Facebook and Twitter as the representative of the Internet 
advertising companies have their eyes to the mobile Internet advertising rookie: native 
advertising on. 2016 was known as the initial year of Chinese native advertising, this 
phenomenon is behind the rapid spread of smart phones, as well as the mobile Internet. 
Native advertising as a mobile Internet era advertising rookie, the biggest feature is 
that it focuses on advertising "native", which can improve the user experience, 
improve the spread of advertising results. However, the current Internet advertising 
environment is still very messy, a variety of spam ads unscrupulous destruction of the 
user's network environment. What are the "native" declared by native advertisements? 
Does it improve the user's experience with advertising? This is also the industry and 
academics are more concerned about the problem. "Heart flow experience" theory is 
used in psychology to measure the user experience is an important theory, is also used 
in the study of the Internet experience. This article will be based on the psychology of 
"heart flow experience" theory, the characteristics of native advertising, heart 
experience and advertising avoid the relationship between the three to explore. And 
come to a meaningful conclusion. 
After the scale and data analysis, the study found three important characteristics 
of native advertising: "interesting", "novelty" and "high quality" to the user in contact 
with advertising when the heart experience has a positive influences. At the same time, 















"emotional avoidance" and "behavior avoidance" in advertising avoidance. 
The results of this study show that, in order to improve the spread of native 
advertising and improve the phenomenon of advertising avoidance, advertising 
practitioners should be "to improve the native advertising heart experience" for the 
core of advertising design, from advertising to improve the "interesting" Novelty 
"and" interesting "three dimensions to improve the user's experience. In addition, to 
improve the advertising effect of advertising can not sacrifice the original advertising 
"heart flow experience" at the expense of this is to improve the original advertising to 
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止到 2016年 4月，中国的网络广告市场规模已经突破了 2000亿元人民币，而同
期，电视广告的收入为 1060亿元。2015年网络广告的收入额基本上为电视广告
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